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Conservatives 

Following criticism that the 2010 manifesto was created in “smoke filled rooms” full of secrecy, 
the Conservatives took several steps to make the process for writing the 2015 manifesto more transparent 
and inclusive.  

 

The two key bodies involved were the 1922 policy committee and the Conservative policy board. Both bodies 
developed policy commissions which were shared between the leadership and the party base and involved 
active participation by Cabinet Ministers.  

 

By creating policy commissions David Cameron gave backbench MPs a key role in the manifesto process by 
obliging each commission to have a Cabinet minister, a member of the Prime Minister’s Policy Board and an 
MP selected by the 1922 Committee.  

 

This time it is expected the party will revert back to its old ways and have a close-knit team who will collate, 
prepare and write the manifesto. This is primarily down to the way Theresa May operates, preferring to di-
rectly oversee policy alongside her key lieutenants and prevent leaks, but also a matter of practicality, with 
only 6 weeks until the election there is simply not enough time to run a lengthy manifesto writing process. 

******** 

Key Figures  

Ben Gummer: Minister for the Cabinet Office  

      

Son of former Cabinet Minister John Selwyn, Gummer entered Parliament as part of the 
2010 intake and quickly established himself as well respected moderate, earning his first 
ministerial post in 2012 under Alan Duncan.  

After backing remain in the referendum Gummer supported Theresa May in the leader-
ship race and was rewarded by being appointed to the same role as his father. 

Self-described as a libertarian, Gummer has been likened as a cross between Francis 
Maude and Oliver Letwin and is held in high regard by May and her advisers, who describe 
him as “first class”.   

During his time as Cabinet Minister Gummer has become the person the PM turns to when a problem needs 
fixing and has been influential in bringing rebellious ministers back into the fold.  

Gummer will be at the heart of the team writing the manifesto alongside his SPAD Rupert Yorke and Mrs 
May’s powerful co-chiefs of staff who are committed to creating a manifesto that gives effect to the promise 
to help “ordinary working families”. 
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Nick Timothy: Joint Chief of Staff  

Another SpAd and Praetorian Guard member, Timothy is considered the driving force 
behind the Prime Minister’s social justice focus.  

Timothy joined the Conservative party at the 1992 election when he feared a Labour vic-
tory would see his Grammar School shut down – a school which he attributes to him be-
ing the first member of his family to go to university.  

After graduating, and like many politicians before him, he joined the Conservative Re-
search Department. He then spent a couple of years in policy roles in London before returning to become 
May’s chief of staff in 2006. When the coalition came to power in 2010 Timothy was made one of May’s spe-
cial advisers.   

His attempts to become a Conservative MP in 2015 were scuppered when SpAds were removed from PPC lists. 
This led to his resignation and taking up a new post as Director of the New Schools Network, which was set up 
to promote free schools, before returning when May was swept to power. Timothy used his time away from 
the front line to write several articles for ConservativeHome, and it can be argued that some of these views 
can now be seen in central Government policy.  

The most reported of these is probably an article raising concerns about Chinese involvement in Hinkley which 
was highlighted shortly after May decided to call in the project for a review. He has also said further reform 
was needed of the student visa system and criticised mass EU migration for the impact it has on local wages. 
He’s expressed support for faith schools and frustration at people turning a blind eye to sexual violence in mi-
nority communities. 

Timothy also wrote at length against the Dubs amendment proposals on child refugees saying it was driven by 
emotion rather than reason and would encourage people to undertake dangerous journeys fleeing the region.   

 

Fiona Hill: Joint Chief of Staff  

A journalist with Sky, Hill became a SpAD to Theresa May in the Home Office in 2010, 
leading on the Modern Slavery Act, immigration and counter terrorism.  

She was forced to resign in 2014 over a ‘briefing war’ between the Home Office and Mi-
chael Gove over extremism in schools.  

After this she was employed as a Director at Lexington Communications, until in June 
2016 she took a sabbatical to help run Theresa May’s leadership campaign.  

Strongly loyal to the Prime Minister, she once described May as a “lioness” and is con-
sidered a lead member of her ‘Praetorian Guard’.  
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John Godfrey: Director of Policy  

As head of the policy unit, Godfrey and his deputy Will Tanner (Former May SPAD at the 
Home Office) will oversee collating input from the relevant Ministers as well as doing some 
“blue sky thinking”.  

An appointment from outside government, Godfrey was until recently the Corporate Affairs 
Director at Legal and General.  

This followed on from a number of Associate and Director posts in the comms for invest-
ment firms, including a five-year stint at Lehman Brothers.  

He has been described as a steady pair of hands at Legal and General and has otherwise been comparatively 
low profile, with Total Politics calling him ‘an unknown quantity’. It is speculated that he will bring the “city” 
perspective to the manifesto.  

Godfrey has not, however, always been out of politics. After university he was an adviser to Junior Home 
Office Minister John Patten where he focussed on constitutional issues, describing himself as “excessively tedi-
ous on the issue”.  
 
Will Tanner: Deputy Director of Policy    

A former researcher at the think tank reform, Tanner built up a reputation for developing 

ideas for reform of the criminal justice system where he wrote articles for Conserva-

tiveHome on increasing efficiency in the police force.  

He later joined the Home Office as a Civil Servant Policy Adviser before becoming a Special 

Adviser in 2015 to replace Nick Timothy. 

Since joining Number 10 his role has been to work with his boss John Godfrey to oversee the 

work of the Policy Unit and to take the lead on Home Affairs and Security issues.  

 
George Freeman: Chair of Prime Minister’s Policy Board + Conservative Policy Forum   

An energetic academic entrepreneur with rural, horseracing and East Anglian credentials 

Freeman served as a lobbyist for the National Farmers Union for five years before setting 

up his own business developing new medical technologies. Elected in 2005, Freeman was 

a founding member of the 2020 group before becoming Minister for Life Sciences in 2014.  

Upon his appointment as Chair of the influential policy board, Freeman has been commis-

sioned by May to help develop policies needed “to tackle those inequalities” she spoke 

about on the steps of Downing Street on his first day as PM.  

Unlike under David Cameron, May’s Policy Board is much smaller and does not contain any MPs, instead it is 

made up by Freeman, John Godfrey, Ben Gummer, Fiona Hill, Nick Timothy, Will Tanner and a couple of offi-

cials from the Cabinet Office.   In a recent interview with ConservativeHome Freeman confirmed that the 

board meets monthly and is there to provide two functions; to act both as a forum and conduit for Mrs May to 

invite fresh thinking on policy themes which go beyond ministers and the work in their departments.  
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Chris Wilkins: Director of Strategy + Speechwriter   

Author of several of May’s well-regarded speeches on foreign policy, Wilkins will be heav-

ily involved in the international aspects of the manifesto.  Wilkins is the successor of 

Ameet Gill: and runs the Downing Street grid.  A Conservative veteran he started working 

for the party in 2000 for the then Shadow Home Secretary Ann Widdecombe, during the 

leadership of William Hague. 

He subsequently worked for other members of the Shadow Cabinet, including Theresa 

May where he worked closely with Hill and Timothy as part of the Conservative team in opposition. 

His policy expertise and campaigning acumen led him to become the Director of the Conservative Research 
Department and deputy Campaign Director, working with Lynton Crosby during the 2005 General Election.  
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Labour 
Labour’s policy forming strategy looking towards 2020 had been set up to combine the administra-
tive body responsible for internal party workings the National Executive Committee (NEC) and engagement 
tools such as the National Policy Forum (NPF) Consultations to form an agenda which would then be consid-
ered at the Party’s annual conference.  

 
Labour’s governing body the NEC drives the policy-making strategy, with all members also sitting on the NPF, 
and is responsible for overseeing the policy direction of the party. The NEC itself is made up of key stakehold-
ers within the Party including MPs, MEPs, councillors, trade unions and Constituency Labour Party (CLP) and 
formulates the agenda which then proceed through the policy structure.  

 
The governing body comprises several sub-committees including the Joint Policy Committee providing impetus 
for policy development co-convened by Mary Turner; an Equalities Committee chaired by Keith Birch; and, 
several administrative and procedural committees.   

 
The objective of the framework was to develop ideas through considering submissions, evidence and research 
carried out by Labour’s Policy commissions to then be put in front of the NPF which meets serval times a year. 
The policy agenda would then be brought to Labour’s Annual Conference for members to consider ahead of 
drafting successful ideas into the manifesto.   

 
With arrival of the snap election it is expected the manifesto will now be formed through an accelerated pro-
cess with Corbyn’s inner circle, the shadow cabinet, NEC, NPF and key personnel such as Seumas Milne, head 
of communications, and John McDonnell, shadow chancellor expected to be influential.  
 
******** 

Key Figures  

Ian Lavery: Labour Campaigns and Elections Chair 

Emanating from the north east of England, Lavery comes from a strong trade union back-
ground, and is a former president of the National Union of Mineworkers.  

Lavery sits firmly on the left of the party, joining the party’s Socialist Campaign Group on his 
election. In Parliament, he has been outspoken on welfare, voting against the Welfare Bill in 
2015. 

Although a supporter of Andy Burnham during the Labour leadership contest, Lavery has sub-
sequently been a Corbyn convert and revealed to be on a secret list of 20 MPs deemed core 

supporters.   He was made a shadow minister for the Cabinet Office in 2016 and has kept the position amidst 
the reshuffles since. In February, he was made Labour Campaigns and Elections Chair. 
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Andrew Gwynne : Labour Campaigns National Elections and Campaign Co-ordinator 

A member of the Labour Party since the age of 18, Gwynne won election in 2005 becoming La-
bour’s youngest MP. A committed Methodist, Gwynne has been a member of the Christian So-
cialist Movement since 2003. In addition, he is a member of the Unite union and the Co-
operative party.  

Resigning from the Shadow Cabinet to support Owen Smith, Gwynne returned to the front-
benches shortly after Corbyn’s re-election and played an important role in the Copeland by-
election.  

His policy interests include education and skills, regeneration, local government and the environment and is 
seen by some as a moderate voice in Corbyn’s inner circle trying to keep him on message. Through his role as 
campaign co-ordinator Gwynne will act as the voice of the PLP in the manifesto discussions.  

Andrew Fisher: Director of Policy 

Little-known outside left-wing circles, Fisher is now hugely powerful within the Labour party 
as its head of policy and will be the man in charge of writing the party’s manifesto. A former 
official at the PCS union, Fisher has in the past suggested nationalising all high-street banks 
and to end to the ownership of private land.  

In 2014 he wrote a book titled “The failed Experiment: And how to build an Economy that 
works” where he proposed ideas including a four-day working week, scrapping the City of 
London Corporation, banning compulsory redundancies at profitable companies and letting 

renters buy property automatically from landlords. 

Fisher was suspended by the Labour party two years ago after an investigation into tweets in which he en-
dorsed a Class War candidate over a Labour member.  
 
Niall Sookoo: Executive Campaigns Director  

A previous member of Corbyn’s press team, Sookoo was drafted in to replace former 
Ken Livingstone aide Simon Fletcher who resigned over an apparent frustration at the 
lack of direction at the top of the party. 

The Daily Mirror’s political editor Jack Blanchard said on Twitter that Sookoo had been 
brought in “to tighten up election messaging”.  A former Unite staffer, Sookoo will 

serve under Ian Lavery MP and Andrew Gwynne MP.  
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Seamus Milne: Director of Strategy and Communications 

With thirty years’ experience as a columnist and then associate editor at The Guardian, 
Milne’s appointment to Jeremy Corbyn’s inner circle in 2015 was a boost for a Labour team in 
need of press experience.  

Whilst at The Guardian Milne’s columns attracted attention and at times controversy for their 
stinging attacks on the US and UK administrations over the Iraq war and the “War on terror”, 
the most infamous being his decision to publish writings of Osama bin laden in 2004.  

An integral part of team Corbyn, Milne’s responsibilities are to develop a strategy for media 
relations and to oversee focus groups and private polling. He brings with him a deep knowledge of the Labour 
movement having a close relationship with groups like momentum.  

Milne has been criticised for putting ideology over good management and was influential in persuading Cor-
byn to force a three-line whip on Syria and for appointing a more left leaning Cabinet. He is also believed to 
have played a role in smartening up Corbyn’s appearance especially at the dispatch box.   

With the party forced into an accelerated process of constructing the manifesto, Milne will use his close rela-
tionship with Corbyn to ensure the manifesto sticks true to old Labour’s roots.   

 

Steve Howell: Deputy Director of Strategy and Communications 

 

Founder of lobbying agency Freshwater, Howell has taken an indefinite leave of 
absence from his agency to serve as deputy to Seamus Milne.  He is responsible 
for overseeing the leader’s media strategy and to implement the communications 
grid.  
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Liberal Democrats 
The Lib Dems are famous for their policy making process, which is proposed, developed and decided on by 
party members in a process culminating in a vote at one of the two federal party conferences per year. How-
ever, the manifesto drafting process is slightly more selective, with the party’s spokespeople feeding policy 
proposals into the Manifesto Working Group to be then finalised by the Federal Policy Committee.  

 

The FPC is responsible for overseeing policy-making within the party, and would normally start work on pre-
paring manifestos through policy working groups two years before the election. This time around, the process 
will necessarily be less focused on consultation than previously, but will continue to have input from a broad 
base within the party.  

 

******* 

Key Figures  

Sal Brinton: Party President and Federal Policy Committee member 

 

As party president and chair of the party’s governing federal board, Brinton will have an 

influential steer on the manifesto development process, with a particular interest in 

equalities, health and skills and education. 

 

 

Christian Moon: Head of Policy  

 

Christian Moon has been the party’s head of policy since 2009.  He has had a manage-
ment role in writing the last three Liberal Democrat General Election Manifestos and 
was also a member of the staff team supporting the negotiation of the 2010 Coalition 
Agreement. Whilst the FPC is instrumental in developing policy through their working 
groups, it is Christian who is responsible for collating and editing the final document.  
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Alistair Carmichael: Shadow First Secretary of State 

 

Carmichael in his role as Shadow First Secretary of State will have a lead role in policy 
formulation and input into the process of the shadow cabinet  

 

 

 

Shaun Roberts: Director of Campaigns and Elections 

 

Shaun has been Director of Campaigns and Elections since 2016, but has worked for the 

party in a campaigns capacity for much of the past decade. He will be responsible for 

the party’s campaign messaging throughout the election. 

 

 

Other Parties 

 

 

 
 

************* 

 

Dods Monitoring will be covering this General Election in detail with further briefings and 
candidate data. 

Do please get in touch with your Political Consultant with any specific requests you may 
have for us to help support your work during the period ahead.  
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Party Name Role 

SNP Angus Robertson Deputy Leader 

UKIP Tim Aker 

Suzanne Evans 

N/A 

Deputy Chairman 

Green Party Judy Maciejowska Elections Co-ordinator 
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